A smart contract is a computer program or a transaction protocol that is intended to automatically execute, control, or document legally relevant events and actions according to the terms of a contract or an agreement. The objectives of smart contracts are the reduction of need for trusted intermediators, arbitrations, and enforcement costs, fraud losses, as well as the reduction of malicious and accidental exceptions.

Vending machines are mentioned as the oldest piece of technology equivalent to smart contract implementation. 2014’s white paper about the cryptocurrency Ethereum\(^6\) describes the Bitcoin protocol as a weak version of the smart contract concept as defined by computer scientist, lawyer, and cryptographer Nick Szabo. Since Ethereum, various cryptocurrencies support scripting languages which allow for more advanced smart contracts between untrusted parties. Smart contracts should be distinguished from smart legal contracts. The latter refers to a traditional natural language legally-binding agreement that has certain terms expressed and implemented in machine-readable code.
**Key Features of TRONtiply**

- Earn 200% on your Investment
- Get up to 1.40% Profit every day
- Stable & Real Profits generated by Forex trading

- No More Ponzi Contracts where most of the people end up losing their money
- Weekly Trading Reports for 100% transparency
- Massive Binary Commissions for Leaders & Team builders

**Our Forex Trading career:**

Forex is the world’s biggest market where 6 Trillion dollars are traded daily. Forex has a big exposure to making good money, but the downside of this is 90% of the people who trade in the Forex market lose money. We have been trading in the Forex market for the last 4 years. We have been consistent in generating good profits under a very controlled drawdown. For the last 1 & half years, we are consistently monitoring our monthly returns under a 20% drawdown. Here in the chart, you can see how we manage to make 40% profit every month throughout this time.
To make things 100% transparent, we will publish our weekly profit reports every week. Every week a trading video is published in which all the profit that was made in the last week is being shown live and withdrawn. We will also cover the live deposit of the profit to the contract in the same video.

Why Blockchain-based MLM?

MLM stands for multi-level marketing and TRONtiply is the first blockchain-based MLM with unique features that have never been seen before. In most of the MLM, transparency is the key issue where most of the companies do not show much transparency and just work on money rotation, while in TRONtiply everyone can track all the transactions on TRON blockchain and see all the details anytime they want. Another thing is the generation of profit while we publish weekly trading reports and deposit profits into the contract so everyone can go to our contract and check how much profit is deposited back to the contract. Another issue most common issue with the centralized MLM companies is whether they get shut down by institutions or face some kind of legal issues. While we are a decentralized company, so we will never face these kinds of issues. Most recent MLM company MTI has been screwed by FSCA of South Africa just because they were centralized and banks and government can put them in trouble. While we are 100% decentralized, we will never face such issues.
Compensation Plan

Trading Pool:

70% of all the deposit directly goes to our trading pool from where the magic of generating profit starts. Every week profit made is deposited back to the smart contract.

EARN 1.20% DAILY PROFIT EVERYDAY

Personal Deposit Bonus:

For every 100k of your own deposit you will earn 0.02% extra profit daily. Personal Deposit Bonus is capped at 0.20%

Example: If you deposit 99k TRX you will earn 1.20% daily. If your deposit is 100k, your daily profit will increase to 1.22% and it will increase by 0.02% for every 100k in your deposit. Max daily profit will be 1.40%.
Referral Commission

**Starter**
- Requirements: **500** TRX Deposit (You must deposit 500 TRX in order to earn from your referrals)
- Commission up to 3 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%

**Bronze**
- Requirements: **100k** TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission up to 4 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
Referral Commission

**Platinum**
- Requirements: 1 Million TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission upto 5 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
  - Level 5 = 1%

**Premium**
- Requirements: 5 Million TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission upto 6 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
  - Level 5 = 1%
  - Level 6 = 1%
Referral Commission

Titanium
- Requirements: 10 Million TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission upto 7 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
  - Level 5 = 1%
  - Level 6 = 1%
  - Level 7 = 0.5%
- Binary Commission: 0.20% of your Team Deposit Volume Every Week

Gold
- Requirements: 50 Million TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission upto 8 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
  - Level 5 = 1%
  - Level 6 = 1%
  - Level 7 = 0.5%
  - Level 8 = 0.5%
- Binary Commission: 0.40% of your Team Deposit Volume Every Week
Referral Commission

**Diamond**
- Requirements: **100 Million** TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission upto 9 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
  - Level 5 = 1%
  - Level 6 = 1%
  - Level 7 = 0.5%
  - Level 8 = 0.5%
  - Level 9 = 0.5%
- Binary Commission: **0.60%** of your Team Deposit Volume Every Week

**Super Gold**
- Requirements: **500 Million** TRX Total Team Deposit Volume
- Commission upto 10 Levels
  - Level 1 = 4%
  - Level 2 = 3%
  - Level 3 = 2%
  - Level 4 = 1%
  - Level 5 = 1%
  - Level 6 = 1%
  - Level 7 = 0.5%
  - Level 8 = 0.5%
  - Level 9 = 0.5%
  - Level 10 = 0.5%
- Binary Commission: **1%** of your Team Deposit Volume Every Week
Binary Commissions are calculated on your 10 Levels deep Team deposit Volume

Example:

Your team members in your 10 levels have a total deposit of 19000000 TRX. You will be on Titanium and you will earn 0.20% (binary commission on Titanium) of 19000000 which is equal to 38000 TRX. You will keep earning this commission every week on your team volume. You must be Titanium in order to start earning a binary commission.
What is TRONtiply?

TRONtiply is the first-ever decentralized MLM company that is not based on money rotation and it generates real Forex profit and deposits those profit back to the contract.

How can I trust that TRONtiply is really trading Forex?

You can go to our weekly trading reports page where you can see all week reports have been posted & you can also go to our smart contract and see the profit which is deposited back to the contract.

How can TRONtiply sustain itself in a high-risk forex market?

We have a proven track record of making a consistent Forex market. We keep on fine-tuning our strategies in the real-time market. For the last 1 & half years, we are consistently monitoring our monthly returns under a 20% drawdown. Here in the chart, you can see how we manage to make 40% profit every month throughout this time.

Is TRONtiply Contract secure?

TRONtiply is a 100% secure contract. Our contract is 100% verified you can go and check on TRONSCAN.

Why Smart contract balance is always low?

Because 70% of the funds are sent to the trading pool where it is used to trade in the Forex market and every week the profit made of those funds is deposited back to the contract.
Thank You